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Cooling is a fundamental requirement of
almost any greenhouse operation, yet the process
is not very well understood by most growers (and
someresearchers). At NCSU, we have conducted
several cooling studies over the past few years
and the results have given us some insight as to
what is going on.

Heat loss from a greenhouse can be either
good or bad, depending upon the temperature.
During periods of cold weather, heat loss is
undesirable and steps are taken to minimize it
whereverpossible. Duringperiods ofhot weather,
heat loss is essential to the cooling process and
should be maximized, if at all possible.

The fundamental mechanisms available for

cooling a greenhouse are radiation, convection
and the evaporation of water (Figure 1).

and the ground lose heat through the evaporation
of water.

Radiative cooling is generally a minorfactor
during warm weather (the period of primeinterest)
but convection and evaporative cooling are major
factors and are, in fact, inter-related. Ifconvection
were not present, the air around the leaf would
soon become saturated and transpiration would
effectively cease. One way to relate to this is to
compare it to a sweat box (Figure 2). If you
cannot get rid of the water no cooling will take
place.

Transpiration
Plants evaporate water through the process

of transpiration, which is controlled, in part, by
openings (stomata) in the surfaces of the leaves.
Generally speaking, the stomata are completely
open during daylight hours, allowing moisture to
evaporate at a rate governed by the flow of air
over the leaves (convection), and the content of
water in that air. In a full greenhouse, canopy
transpiration is generally the largest single factor
affecting temperature, with ground evaporation
coming in a distant second. In an empty, or

nearly-empty, greenhouse
the lack of transpiration
can make it very difficult
to control temperature.
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Figure 1. The basic mechanismsfor cooling areradiation, convection, and
water evaporation (or transpiration).

All surfaces in the greenhouse lose heat
through radiative and convective cooling;
however, most of the heat loss comes from the
canopyand the ground. Further,only thecanopy
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Cooling Alternatives
Cooling equipment

available for greenhouses
is generally limited to
multiple speed exhaust
fans installed in one end of

thegreenhouse withevaporative pads installedat
theother. Fogging systemsarealsoavailable, but
shouldbeusedwithreservation, depending upon
the operation.



Figure 2. A closedgreenhouse canquickly become a
sweat box.

Full Houses. Implementation ofanycooling
schemeshouldbebased, in part, ontheamountof
transpiration present and, inpart, onthe expected
outside conditions. In a full greenhouse (e.g.,
mature chrysanthemums on the benches with
hanging baskets over the aisles), the crop
evaporates large quantities of water into the air
and little, if any, additional evaporation can be
accomplished, especially if outside conditions
are humid asthey generally are in thispart of the
country.

Table 1 shows that for outside temperatures
of 90°F, evaporative pads only provide exit
temperatures about 3°F below that produced by
exhaust fans alone. Average temperatures are
much lower, however, because the temperature
at the inlet end is substantially lower than that
withoutpads. In this partofthe country, fogging
would be expected to perform no better than
evaporative pads, although the temperature
difference from end-to-end would probably be
somewhat less.

Table 1. Estimated inlet and exit temperatures
for a full greenhouse ona 90°Fday.

System type Inlet temp. Exit temp.

Exhaust fan 90°F 93°F

Evap. pad 78°F 90°F

Fog + fan 80°F 90°F

Rmptv Houses. In an empty, or nearly-
empty,house (ahouse fullof immature plants or
partially rooted cuttings qualifies as a nearly
empty house) a different approach may be
required. Since very little moisture is available
for evaporation inside thehouse almost any that
can beevaporatedwillaffecttemperaturesgreatly.
With exhaust fansonly, exit temperatures might
beexpected toreach 110°F ona90°F day (Table
2). Evaporating waterattheinlet of thehouse (as
with evaporative pads) will help, but the
temperature willstill rise rapidly as theairmoves
through thehouse, because little additional water
is available for evaporation. Exit temperatures
can reach 100°F.

Table 2. Estimated inlet and exit temperatures

System type Inlet temp. Exit temp.

Exhaust fan 90°F 110°F

Evap. pad 78°F 100°F

Fog + fan 80°F 90°F

Fogging isprobably thebest solution where
little transpiration is available, evenin thisarea
of the country. Performance would beexpected
to approximate that of evaporative pads used
with a full crop. Fogging should be considered
for rooting and seedling houses, houses with
young plants and houses with small plants (i.e.,
houses full of small 4" material such as African

violets).

System Selection

Table 3 presents someof thecurrent design
recommendations for greenhouse cooling.
Typically, for thisarea of thecountry, anair flow
of 1 to 1.5 air changes per minute should be
provided via exhaust fans, regardless of any
additional method of cooling used. Evaporative
pads, if used, should be sized so that the air
velocity through them ranges from 150 fpm for
aspen pads to 350 fpm for 6" corrugated pads.
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Table 3. Some recommendations for greenhouse coolingsystems.
Pad Water Water Sump

System Airflow velocity flowrate bleedrate capacity
type (chgs/min) (fpm) (gpm/ft)* (gpm/1000cfm) (gal/sq.ft.)
Aspen pad 1 to 1.5 150

4" pad . 1 to 1.5 250

6" pad 1 to 1.5 350

Fog 1 to 1.5

0.30 0.05

0.50 0.05

0.75 0.05

0.03-0.04

gph/sq. ft.

0.50

0.75

1.00

'Water flowrates for evaporative pads are per lineal foot of pad. Water
flow rates for fogging systems are per square foot of floor area.

Waterflowrateforevaporativepadsisnotcritical,
but should be above the minimums listed. Most
of the water is simply recirculated and only a
small portion (approximately equal to the
bleedrate) is evaporated into the air. The excess
water is used to insure that the pads remain fully
wet Waterflowrates for fogging systems should
be roughly the same for a given house as the
recommended bleed rate for evaporative pads.

Example. As an example, consider a 30 ft
by 110ftQuonsethouselocatedinNorthCarolina
(Figure 3). Let's assume that it will generally
contain a full crop during periods of the year
when cooling will be required, so let's choose an
evaporative pad as the supplementary cooling
method.

Figure 3. A typicalQuonset-style greenhouse.

To determine the quantity of air that needs
to be moved we must estimate the volume of the

house. We do that by assuming that the
cross-section ofthe house is semi-circular(which
it reallyisn't—butit's veryclose). This allowsus

toapproximate thevolume as thatof xh thatof a
cylinder with adiameter equal tothewidth ofthe
house. This gives:

Vol = 0.5xLx (jtxW2) + 4
where L is the length of the house and W is the
house width. Using our numbers,

Vol = 0.5 x 110' x (3.1416 x 30' x 30') + 4
therefore, Vol = 38,882 ft3.

Airflowfor thisgreenhouse, then,shouldbe
somewhere between 39,000 and 59,000 cfm,
depending upon whether wechoose 1air change
per minute or 1.5 air changes per minute. The
primary deciding factor should be the expected
outsidetemperaturesandthepotentialdamageto
thecropif insidetemperatures rise toohigh. For
this area of the country, 1.5 air changes per
minute should be used if you plan to grow
throughout the summer, especially if the crop
will be in the flowering stage (the most
temperature sensitive stagefor flowering crops)
during the warmest weather or if a temperature
sensitive crop (subject to heat delay) is to be
grown.

From the fan charts supplied by the exhaust
fan manufacturer, a 48", 1 hp fan should supply
19,600 cfm at 0.1" of water static pressure (use
the 0.1" rating if you will be using evaporative
pads, 0.05" rating if not). Two such fans will
provide the lower airflow while three will be
required if the higher airflow is desired.

Using therecommendedpad velocities from
Table 1, a 4" thick pad would require:

Area = (39,200 cfm) + (250 fpm) = 157 ft2
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if two fans are selected and:
Area =(58,800 cfm) + (250 fpm) = 235 ft2

if three fans are selected. As a rule, 235 ft?would
not be available in a 30 ft wide Quonset house.
An alternative, if we were to use three fans,
would be to use a 6" pad, which would require
only 168ft2:

Area =(58,800 cfm) + (350 fpm) = 168 ft2
For the remainder of this example,

calculations will be based on using only two fans
totaling 39,200 cfm and a 4"-sized pad totaling
157 ft2 ofpadarea. A4"padsizedfortwoexhaust
fans would require about 28 ft of pad:

157 ft2 + 5.6' - 28 ft

A4"padrequires 0.50gpm/ft ofpadrun, so
the water flow rate delivered to the pad should be:

(0.5 gpm/ft) x (28 ft) = 14 gpm
The bleedrate (water drained off from the pipe
delivering water to the pad to remove excess
salts)needs to addedin priorto pump selection:
(0.05 gpm/1000 cfm) x (39,200 cfm)« 2 gpm
This gives us a required water flowrate by the
sump pump of:

Water Flow = 14 gpm + 2 gpm « 16 gpm
Thesump pumpshould then besizedtoprovide
16 gpm at a head of about 10 ft.

Calculating the sump capacity required for
the 4" pad gives:

Sump Capacity =(0.75 gal/ft2 pad)x (157
ft2) = 118 gallon capacity required

In the above calculations we approximated
thevolume of a Quonset house as thatof l/i of a
cylinderofwidth Wand length L. Thevolume of

Figure 4. Atypical section ofgutter-connected raised
Quonset greenhouse.

gutter connected raised Quonset houses (Figure
4), mustbe approximated differently.

For each section of width W, gutter height
H,gutter-to-peakdistance handlength L,we can
calculate the volume of the lower section as a
rectangular box (a hexahedron):

Lower Volume = H x W x L
We can approximate the volume of the upper
section by assuming the circular arc can be
represented by atriangle with base Wand height
h, giving the volume of the triangular box (a
pentahedron) sectionas:

UpperVolume =0.5x h x W x L
The volume of the entire bay can then be
approximated by adding the uppervolume tothe
lowervolume. For multiple bays,just multiply
volume of one bay by the numberof bays.

POOOF! ZAAP!
"Pooof... The very 1st sound we hear when your GCFGA membership renewal isn't sent in ...

the sad wooshing sound of your beloved GCFGA newsletter subscription
disappearing into a vast, uncharted academic nothingness!

"Zaap" ... The very last sound we hear as your name is blasted from our precious mailing list
Carolyn absolutely hates "zapping"... it makes her grumpy, mean, and

less tolerant of "typos".....frequently landing P.T. in the dog house!
Have a heart, mail in your GCFGA membership renewal today. Thanks
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